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Comparative Study of Hindi and Malayalam short stories. HN 1332 Complementary Course VI - Development of Hindi as Official Language and Communicative Hindi (Compulsory) C.3 â€“ L.H.3. Aim of the course/objectives The aim of the course is to understand different forms of Hindi and the power of Hindi Language. Origin and development â€“ Pre Premchand Period â€“ Premchand Period â€“ Premchandâ€™s contribution â€“ Post Premchand Period â€“ Post independence Period and Different streams and movements of Hindi story (Nayikavitha, Sachethan Kahani, Samanthar Kahani etc.) Post modern story â€“ prominent writers and their stories. Module â€“ 4. A. Drama and other Prose Forms Drama â€“ Bharathendu Yug â€“ Bharatheduâ€™s drama â€“ Dramaâ€™s of Dwivedi. A short story is a piece of prose fiction that typically can be read in one sitting and focuses on a self-contained incident or series of linked incidents, with the intent of evoking a "single effect" or mood. The short story is a crafted form in its own right. Short stories make use of plot, resonance, and other dynamic components as in a novel, but typically to a lesser degree. While the short story is largely distinct from the novel or novella/short novel, authors generally draw from a common pool. The short-run effect is also negligible. Granger causality test shows that there is no causal relationship between them. Therefore, we conclude that economic reforms do not promote urbanization in India. Exports have played an important role in India's economic growth in the post independent period. The contribution of food based agro products and allied products to total exports have been increased gradually to make a concrete share to the GDP of the nation. India needs to produce its commodities more competitive at the global level. The short term dynamic behavior of income growth function was investigated by estimating an error correction model in which the error correction term was found to be correctly signed and statistically significant.